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MEMORANDUM

To: Mayor and City Council

From: Allegra DeNooyer, Planner II

Date: March 25, 2024

Subject: MMSP 24-01 – 4896 N Peachtree Road, Parcel ID # 18 359 02 015

REQUEST
Paul McKeever, on behalf of the property owner at 4896 N Peachtree Road, Dunwoody, GA, 30360, 
seeks a Major Master Sign Plan for Kingswood United Methodist Church. 

APPLICANT
Property Owner: 

Kingswood United Methodist Church
Petitioner: 

Paul McKeever

PLANNING COMMISSION, 2.13.24
Planning Commission held a public hearing regarding the subject case on February 13, 2024. There 
were no public comments. Following a limited discussion, the Planning Commission voted 
unanimously (7-0) to recommend approval for MMSP 24-01.

BACKGROUND & MASTER SIGN PLANS
The subject lot, 4896 N Peachtree Road, is zoned R-100 (Single-dwelling Residential-100) and abuts 
R-100 on all sides. The subject lot is 10 acres and is developed with a church and affiliated preschool. 
Due to the lot’s status as a place of worship, the submitted master sign plan falls under quasi-
public/institutional uses in the sign code (Sec. 20-90). It is located at the corner of N Peachtree Road 
and Tilly Mill Road and has frontage on both roads.
                            

Aerial image:
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As part of a new signage project for the whole property, Kingswood Church received a sign permit in 
November 2023 for two new monument signs and four new wayfinding signs. These signs, which have 
not yet been constructed, will replace two existing monument signs and nine existing wayfinding signs 
on the property and conform to the sign code. Because these signs met the standards of the sign code, 
no master sign plan application was required.

Sec. 20-133 of the City of Dunwoody Sign Code specifies that master sign plans shall provide for 
visual consistency within developments based on at least three of the following factors: color scheme, 
lettering style, materials, and location of signs to be posted on buildings. A master sign plan must be 
reviewed for complaince with these factors for all new common developments and in any existing 
development over 7 acres where total sign area is increasing or any sign location is changing. Since the 
subject property is 10 acres and Kingswood Church is proposing additional signs in new locations, the 
master sign plan process is triggered. The master sign plan process can also be used to make specific 
requests beyond what is allowed in the district regulations in the sign code, which can be granted either 
administratively (an administrative master sign plan) or by Mayor and City Council after a review by 
Planning Commission (a major master sign plan). The route that a master sign plan requesting 
exemptions from the sign code takes is determined by the nature of the exemptions. 

In this case, Kingswood Church is requesting to exceed the maximum count for a sign type and to 
exceed the maximum area and height for an individual sign, which prompts the major master sign plan 
process. Kingswood Church is proposing two new signs to complete the signage project that was begun 
with the previously permitted signs: a building entrance wall sign and a monument sign.

Chart Showing Regulations vs Proposed Signage
Allowed Per Code Proposed Exemption?

BUILDING ENTRANCE WALL SIGNS
Sign count 11 1 No

Area per sign 4 SF 30 SF Yes
Height per sign (as 

measured from 
door threshold to 

top of sign)

6 feet 13.5 feet Yes

Total sign area 44 SF 30 SF No
MONUMENT SIGNS

Sign count 2 3 Yes
Area per sign 36 SF 36 SF No

Height per sign 6 feet 5 feet No
Total sign area 72 SF 108 Yes

WAYFINDING SIGNS
Sign count (2 per 

common 
development plus 2 
max per full acre)

22 4 No

Area per sign 6 SF 6 SF No
Height per sign 3 feet 3 feet No
Total sign area 132 SF 24 SF No

The applicant requests a building entrance wall sign to be placed on the preschool entrance façade and 
a monument sign to replace an existing nonconforming sign that consists of three crosses directly at the 
corner of N Peachtree Road and Tilly Mill Road. Sec. 20-90 of the sign code specifies that the property 
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is allowed 2 monument signs – the applicant is requesting a third, prompting the major master sign plan 
process. Sec. 20-90 of the sign code also specifies that building entrance wall signs can be no more 
than 4 square feet and no taller than 6 feet from the door threshold to the top of the sign – the proposed 
building entrance wall sign will be 30 square feet and 13.5 feet above the door threshold, which would 
prompt the administrative master sign plan process if these two were standalone requests. However, 
since the building wall sign is included with a request that triggered the major master sign plan process, 
all three requests are included with the major master sign plan process. Typical wall signs as seen on 
commercial properties are not allowed for quasi-public/institutional uses. However, through the master 
sign plan process, the applicant may reallocate the overall site-wide sign area to a single sign. 

Site Plan (Requested signs outlined in yellow and marked with yellow stars)

Proposed Monument Sign
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Proposed Building Entrance Wall Sign

View and Direction of Signs
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REVIEW AND APPROVAL CRITERIA
Chapter 20, §20-133(iii)(7) identifies the following criteria for evaluation that must be used in 
reviewing and taking action on all major master sign plan applications:

i. Whether the proposed signs(s) are visually consistent within the development based on at 
least three of the following factors: color scheme, lettering style, materials, and location of 
signs to be posted on buildings;
ii. Whether the proposed sign(s) are of a consistent size and scale to existing signs in the 
immediate area;
iii. Whether the proposed sign(s) are reasonably scaled to the size of the subject structure 
and/or premises; and
iv. Whether unusual circumstances exist that warrant the granting of this major master sign 
plan. 

The major master sign plan proposal from Kingswood Church addresses visual consistency through the 
color scheme, lettering style, and materials. Both the two previously permitted monument signs and the 
third proposed monument sign use ashlar stone as a base and simulated stained glass as an accent, both 
of which match the materials used in the church building. The previously permitted wayfinding signs 
also have an applied vinyl graphic that matches the stained glass. The proposed building area entrance 
wall sign uses the same lettering style as all three monument signs and the wayfinding signs. Overall, 
staff finds that the major master sign plan proposal does provide visual consistency with the proposed 
signs, the previously permitted signs, and the church and preschool building.

The proposed monument sign is of a consistent size and scale to existing signs in the surrounding area 
– St. Patrick’s Episcopal Church and St Barnabas Anglican Church have monument signs of a similar 
size and shape. Its size also conforms to the sign code and is at a reasonable scale for pedestrians and 
for the premises. The proposed building entrance wall sign is also at a reasonable scale to the size of 
the subject structure – it is at a fairly modest size and fits the façade of the preschool entrance. For 
context, wall signage in commercial areas is typically allowed to be 10% of the façade area it is placed 
onto.

The subject property is unusual since it exists at the corner of N Peachtree Road and Tilly Mill Road 
and therefore has 2 separate frontages and 5 different vehicular entrances. Additionally, the existing 
sign at the corner of N Peachtree Road and Tilly Mill Road is nonconforming and does not match a 
permitted sign type in the sign code. It is approximately 18 feet tall and 190 square feet, which exceeds 
what is permitted per code. Thus, staff finds that the proposed monument sign is an improvement for 
the property as it replaces a nonconforming sign with a conforming sign in terms of height, area, and 
materials and is at a pedestrian friendly and reasonable scale that conforms with the dimensions in the 
sign code.

The topography for the subject property is highly unusual – the church and preschool building sits 
approximately 15 feet below the grade of Tilly Mill Road. The height of the proposed building entrance 
wall sign is 14 feet above the door threshold of the preschool entrance, which is 8 feet above what is 
allowed per code, but still slightly below the grade of the Tilly Mill Road. The property has 11 building 
entrances – accordingly, a larger sign (30 square feet) is more accurately suited to the size of the 
building and the wayfinding needs of the site than what would be allowed per code (6 feet). Therefore, 
staff finds that unique visibility concerns exist for Kingswood Church and the associated preschool that 
necessitate a higher and larger building entrance wall sign than what is permitted by code.
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Existing Non-Conforming Ground Sign

COMMENTS FROM OTHER PARTIES
Correspondence Received: None.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT RECOMMENDATION
Based on the above analysis and findings, staff has determined that the requested major master sign 
plan does meet the requirements of Chapter 20, §20-133(iii)(7); therefore, staff recommends 
APPROVAL of the request.

ATTACHMENTS
 Staff Memo
 Appendix A, Site Photos
 Major Master Sign Plan Application
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Appendix A, Site Photos

 
The façade for the proposed building wall sign

View of the façade for the proposed building wall sign from Tilly Mill Road
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The existing nonconforming sign to be replaced by the proposed monument sign

View of the existing nonconforming sign from the intersection of Tilly Mill Road and N Peachtree Road
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kingswood church
4896 N. Peachtree Rd.

Master Sign Plan
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CONTENTS

1. Summary
2. Monument Sign (Sec. 20-90.a)
3. Building Entrance Wall Sign (Sec. 20-90.a)

Appendix
- Deed / Land Description
- Intersection Plan Site Triangle 
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SUMMARY
Unique circumstances require request for relief from sign code. 

Primary Goals
• Visual Uniformity
• Ease of Wayfinding
• Appropriate Scale
• Appropriate Materials

Approved Signs – Under Permit
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SUMMARY
Unique circumstances require request for relief from sign code. 

Approved Signs – Under PermitRequesting Approval
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SUMMARY - NARRATIVE
Wayfinding in and around the Kingswood campus has historically 
been a challenge.  The main buildings are set back over 100 feet 
from the street and there are five road entrances to the campus 
from two major roadways.  When directing visitors to church the 
existing monument sign at the intersection of N. Peachtree Road 
and Tilly Mill Road helps visitors know they’ve arrived and is a 
decision point depending on which entry to the campus they need 
to use - however it is an old sign and needs to be replaced and it 
does not conform to the current Dunwoody Sign Code.  The 
Kingswood Preschool entrance can be challenging to locate for 
visitors, first time parents or guardians unfamiliar with entrance 
location.  

This campus sign masterplan submission is requesting relief from 2 
provisions in the Dunwoody Sign Code due to the unique 
circumstances of this campus.   City of Dunwoody Staff have been 
very supportive during this process and we have taken Staff 
feedback and have reduced the number of signs and areas to 
arrive at the proposed solutions.  

Requesting Approval
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Signage Request for Relief from Code – Monument ID Sign #3
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Signage Request for Relief from Code – Preschool Building Entrance Wall Sign

(note – Preschool Building Entrance 
Wall Sign was previously permitted 
under old sign code, had not yet been 
installed and permit has since expired)
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SITE PLAN

preschool building 
entrance wall sign

replacement                         
monument ID #3

Vehicular entrances

Monument ID sign

Vehicular Directional Sign

parsonage
scout hut

church

preschool

monument ID #1 
(under permit)

monument ID #2 
(under permit)
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MONUMENT ID SIGN #3
The existing campus monument ID sign at the corner of 
Tilly Mill and N. Peachtree lets visitors know they have 
arrived at the campus and is a decision point for drivers.  
For example, the entrance to the Boy Scout Hut is the 
first driveway past the monument sign on Tilly Mill, the 
Preschool entrance is the second driveway past the 
monument sign.  On N. Peachtree the Parsonage is the 
first driveway on the left after the monument sign, the 
primary Church entrances are further down the road on 
the left.  
The Dunwoody Sign code allows for one (1) monument 
sign per vehicular entrance up to two (2) maximum.  The 
Kingswood campus has five (5) vehicular entrances, two 
(2) on Tilly Mill Road, three (3) on North Peachtree Road 
(see siteplan).  This masterplan submission is requesting 
relief from section 20-90(a) to exceed the two (2) 
maximum allowed monument ID signs by replacing an 
existing third non-conforming monument sign with a new 
monument sign that is otherwise in conformance with 
design guidelines for monument signs.

The existing monument sign does not conform with the 
Dunwoody Sign Code and we are proposing to replace 
it with a sign that conforms to height, area and material 
requirements.  The proposed sign is also visually 
compatible with other previously approved signage.  
The visual area of the existing sign is approximately 190 
sq. ft. which exceeds the allowable monument sign face 
area by 150 sq. ft.  The height of the existing sign is 
approximately 18 feet which exceeds the total sign 
height of 6 foot maximum.  There is virtually no sign 
base on the existing sign, which the Sign Code dictates 
a minimum of 1 foot base height.  The proposed sign 
conforms to all height, area, and material requirements 
per the Dunwoody Sign Code Monument Sign 
requirements, Section 20-90 (a) Signs Specific to Quasi-
Public/Institutional Uses.  
We are requesting relief from the maximum allowable 
number of Monument signs of two (2) and to allow this 
campus to replace the existing third non-conforming 
monument sign with the proposed sign. 
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EXISTING NON-CONFORMING 
MONUMENT (to be replaced)
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EXISTING MONUMENT SIGNS IN THE AREA
#5.
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EXISTING MONUMENT SIGNS IN THE AREA

Characteristics
• Solid base
• Large sign face
• Logo / Brand
• Pedestrian Scale
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EXISTING / NEW COMPARISON

Proposed 3rd Monument ID Sign

New
• Solid base
• Large sign face
• Visual Uniformity
• Pedestrian Scale

Existing
• No base
• Over Scaled
• Does not match 

other signs
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VISUAL COMPATABILITY

Proposed 3rd Monument ID Sign

New
• Materials to Match Existing Building
• Simulated Stained Glass 
• Ashlar Stone
• Visual Uniformity
• Pedestrian Scale
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PREVIOUSLY PERMITTED
Monument ID Sign Replacements

North Peachtree Monument ID Sign
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PREVIOUSLY PERMITTED
Monument ID Sign Replacements

Tilly Mill Monument ID Sign
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VISUAL COMPATABILITY

Proposed Monument ID Sign

New
• Visual Uniformity for All Signs
• Lettering Styles
• Material Consistency
• Conformance with Sign Standards*

Approved Signs – Under Permit
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3rd Monument ID Sign to Replace Existing 
Non-Conforming 3rd Monument ID Sign. 

Allowed 1 Monument Sign per Vehicular 
Entrance up to 2 Max. per Sec. 20-90 (a)

Requesting relief from Code to allow the 
3rd Monument ID Sign.

REQUEST FOR RELIEF FROM CODE

Calculations      Provided Allowed
Sign Face Area 35.96 sq. ft. 36 sq. ft.
Height  5 ft.  6 ft. 
Base Height 3 ft.  1-3 ft.
ROW setback 5 ft.  5 ft. min.
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PRESCHOOL BUILDING ENTRANCE WALL SIGN
The Kingswood Preschool entrance can be challenging to locate for visitors, first time 
parents or guardians unfamiliar with entrance location.  The preschool entrance is tucked 
away under a portico, 16 feet below Tilly Mill street level, is one of many building 
entrances and does not have a sign clearly indicating its function.  This can cause vehicular 
traffic issues in and around the church driveway.  Several factors exacerbate the wayfinding 
problem including the multiple vehicular entrances (5), multiple building entrances (11) on 
the campus and the large scale of the building itself relative to the entry doors.
The current sign code section 20-90 (a) allows for 1 wall sign per building entrance, 6 feet 
above the door threshold and each building entrance sign is allowed 4 square feet of sign 
area.  Currently the building has 11 points of entry and no entrance wall signs.  Under the 
current code we would be permitted to have 4 square feet of entrance wall sign area per 
each 11 points of entry equating to 44 square feet total of entry wall sign area. 
We are requesting relief from the code area and height limitations to allow us to have one 
wall sign at 30 square feet total to clearly mark the entrance to the preschool over the 
entry portico, 13 ft.-6” above the door threshold.  The scale of the proposed sign is 
compatible with the building scale and will aid visitors in finding the preschool entrance.  
We have discussed our proposed preschool entrance wall sign with the City of Dunwoody 
Staff and we have reduced the number of wall signs being requested to this one entrance 
wall sign for the preschool.  We note the preschool wall sign was previously approved and 
permitted under the old Dunwoody sign code, but the sign had not been installed by the 
time that the previous permit expired. 

PRESCHOOL ENTRANCE
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SITE PLAN

preschool building 
entrance wall sign

replacement                         
monument ID #3

Vehicular entrances

Monument ID sign

Vehicular Directional Sign

parsonage
scout hut

church

preschool

monument ID #1 
(under permit)

monument ID #2 
(under permit)
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SITE PLAN

Previously 
Permitted Vehicular 
Directional Signs
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BUILDING SCALE AND ENTRANCES

View from N. 
Peachtree 

setback 285’
3 entrances

preschool church

church
church

View from Tilly Mill 
setback 150 ft. 

8 entrances
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ELEVEN BUILDING ENTRANCES
Per Sign Code Sec. 20-90 (a)
Allowed 1 wall sign per building entrance each 
sign to have maximum area of 4 square feet.  
Current campus buildings do not have entrance 
wall signs, and have 11 different points of entry 
from the exterior. 
4 x 11 = 44 sq. ft. total area allowed  

View from Tilly Mill 
setback 150 ft. 

8 entrances

preschool

Existing preschool entrance

church
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REQUEST FOR RELIEF FROM CODE 
Preschool Building Entrance Wall Sign (2’x15’ = 30 sq. ft.)

Pin Mounted 
Painted Aluminum 
Dimensional Letters

existing proposed
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Appendix
- Deed / Land Description
- Intersection Plan Site Triangle 
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